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Galaxies

• stars come in large groups (20 - 1000 billion 
stars) called Galaxies

• >2 trillion observable galaxies. Come in Shapes 
and Sizes depending on how they were formed

Elliptical (football shape)
Spirals   (frisbee shape)
Irregulars (ill-defined shape)
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Hubble Ultra Deep Space View

Almost all 

galaxies. Two 

stars (can you 

find them? See 

next page) 

Reddish galaxies 

often further 

away.

Hubble eXtreme

Deep Field 2012: 

5500 galaxies up to 

12 billion LY away
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Hubble Ultra Deep Space View

stars 
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Partial Galaxy Map Sloan Digital Sky Survey                                          
“redshift” axis is distance out to 7 billion light years
distribution is not uniform, more like sponge with “bubbles” due to 

mass distribution in early Universe
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Galaxy Types

 Elliptical   ^

Spiral      

 Irregular   v
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Elliptical Galaxies 

•usually old Type II stars (little 

heavy elements, just Hydrogen 

and Helium)

•Football or sphere shape

• limited new star formation

• range in size from 105 to 1013

times the mass of the Sun
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Spiral Galaxies 

• both young Type I (with heavy 

elements like Carbon, Oxygen, 

Iron) and old Type II stars (little 

heavy elements)

• active new star formation

• range in size from 109 to 1012

times the mass of the Sun

• most common type of galaxy. 

Milky Way Galaxy is a spiral

Andromeda M31 

visible by eye  2.2 MLY away. Most distant object 

that we can see without a telescope
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Irregular Galaxies 
• mostly young Type I (with 

heavy elements) 

• active new star formation

• range in size from 108 to 1010

times the mass of the Sun

• mostly near larger galaxies 

whose gravity impacts shape 

causing it to be irregular

Large and Small Magellanic Clouds in Southern Hemisphere

visible by eye  170,000 LY away (angular size of LMC ~ 44 times 

larger than Moon). You can “see” using Stellarium by changing your location to 

Brisbane Australia, turning on constellations, turning off atmosphere, and finding the 

Dorado and Mensa constellations. The LMC is between them, and if you zoom in 

slightly you “see” the LMC. Or you can visit Australia and see it directly.
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Local Cluster = “Local Group” 

spiral: Milky Way, 

Andromeda(M31), 

M33

elliptical: NGC205, 

M32, NGC185, 

NGC147

irregular: LMC, 

SMC, NGC 6822, IC 

1613

Andromeda moving 

towards Milky Way 

 collide in 4 

billion years. See 

link on web page
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Measuring Distances
• Directly using parallax (triangulation) - good up to 

about 1000 LY (old), 30,000 with GAIA (new)

• “spectroscopic parallax” - compare spectrum of 

distant star to similar close star. Large uncertainty.

• Variable Stars especially Cepheid variables give 

small error on distance. during some stages of some 

star’s evolution it is non-stable. Size and Luminosity 

vary with time
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Variable Stars

Brightness of some stars change with time. 

Measuring the period gives the absolute luminosity for some types of 

stars. Observe one type called Cepheids up to 200MLY. Close by 

Cepheids can have distance measured by parallax and use to calibrate

Brightness over time for 1 star. For this star 

its period is about 2.7 days
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Cepheid Variable Stars

Cepheid variable stars with longer time periods have larger 

luminosity. Once nearby Cepheids are understood, then measuring 

the period of a variable star which is “fa\r away” (like in another 

galaxy) gives the absolute luminosity for that stars. Then measure 

apparent luminosity and calculate distance 

Cepheid variable stars - red. 

RR Lyrae variable stars - blue

Many stars
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Variable Star  Galactic Distances
• Variable stars are common. Mira, red giant, observed by D. Fabricus in 1596 (also 

co-discovered sunspots). Some are useful as distant indicators as can determine their 

absolute luminosities

• Cepheid Variables: common (Polaris is one). Bright, 100,000 L(Sun). First 

discovered in 1784. 1908: Henrietta Leavitt studies thousands in Large Magellanic 

Cloud - was a “computer” working at Harvard; usually females who studied 

photographic plates in US. Similar to Hidden Figures story where Katherine 

Johnson and other women (black and white) did computations.

In 1908 Henrietta Leavitt (1868-1921) compiled a 

list of 1,777 periodic variables (later increased to 

2400), and classified 47 as Cepheid variables. Done 

“by eye” overlaying photographic plates from 

sample of >20,000 stars. She was paid 30 cents/hour. 

Papers on her work were published by Charles 

Pickering who did not include her as co-author.  
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Variable Star  Galactic Distances
• Type Ia supernovas (white dwarf  collapse): Rare but very bright. 10 

billion times L(Sun). Observe up to 8-10 billion LY

• Digital cameras and surveys of large areas of the sky are making 

finding variable stars easier  high priority. Not all galaxies will have 

a detected variable star but look for those galaxies which do.
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Hubble Law
• measure velocities of nebula/galaxies using redshift of Hydrogen’s 

spectral lines (~easy)

- observe (1910) many are moving away from us with large velocities 

• Measure distance to galaxy if observe at least one Cepheid variable 

~1920s (harder to do)

- observed many “nebula” are far away and so actually galaxies

- larger velocity if further away

• After measuring distance and velocity for many galaxies observe       

V = H x D     Hubble Law

V = recessional velocity = velocity moving away from us

D = distance

H = Hubble “constant”  changes over large times > billion years
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Edwin Hubble 1889-1953 

• grew up in Wheaton, IL, college at U. of Chicago

• used Mt. Wilson Observatory in Pasadena, CA

• 1922-23. Observed Cepheid variable stars in spiral 

“nebula”   far away and so galaxies

• 1927-29 combined his distance measurements with 

redshift measurements of Slipher, Humason 

measurement of the “Hubble Law”

(though not the first…and wrong value by factor of 7)
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Hubble Law 

• plotted 46 galaxies in 1929, some indication of straight line 

relationship in distance vs recessional velocity plane. Later data at 

greater distances confirmed this (all being done “by hand”)
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Hubble Law 
• measuring recessional velocity vs distance and understanding it is now 

one of the highest priorities in astrophysics

• mostly use Supernovas for most distant objects 

After using variable stars to get relationship between v and d, can then 

use v=Hd to determine the distance to a galaxy. if you measure 

galaxy’s recessional velocity and know H you get distance (do not 

need a variable star)
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Hubble Law – value vs time 
• Hubble made a few mistakes (confused variable star types…) and so 

had distance                                                                                    

wrong

• Lemaitre first
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Meaning of Hubble Law

• distant objects are moving away from us 

Universe is expanding

• was predicted by Einstein’s general theory of 

relativity (~1915) but Einstein thought it was a 

mistake in the theory (and added a math “kludge” 

to “fix the mistake” prior to results from Hubble 

and others observations in 1926-1935

• Measurement of Hubble constant gives age of 

Universe - about  13-14 billion years - depends on 

how Hubble “constant” is changing with time
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“Hubble” Law more complete history

• We tend to give credit to Hubble for the first observation 

that the Universe is expanding.

• However Hubble wasn’t the first to show the linear 

relationship between velocity and distance (the Hubble 

Law) and did not connect this to an expanding Universe

• George Lemaitre (Belgian priest) did this in 1926 using 

same data as Hubble did in 1929 plus he used Alexander 

Friedmann’s (Russia) 1922 derivation of the “Hubble 

Law” from Einstein’s general theory of relativity to 

connect to an expanding Universe. Friedmann died in 

1925 in the Soviet Union at age 37 from typhoid fever
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Rubber Band or Balloon or Bread Model 

 Expanding Universe
• mark points on rubber band or balloon, or use raisin bread

• stretch outward at uniform rate

• velocity away from any point is larger if other point is 

further away  5th grade math gives Hubble Law
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Hubble Law  Age of Universe

• Hubble Law  v = Hd    velocity = H x distance

• Universe is expanding. Work backwards to 

estimate when time began

• If assume constant velocity (not true but simplest)

time = distance/velocity = d/v    but  v = Hd

time = d/Hd  = 1/H

so 1/H is about the age of the Universe        

Velocity  v

Time = 0 Time = now

Distance = d
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Hubble Law Measure H
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Hubble Law Measure Age of Universe

1/H gives approximate age of Universe

need to convert 71 km/sec/Mpc to inverse years DON’T 

NEED TO KNOW (on assignment)
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Expanding Universe 

• Hubble constant H changes with time

• Gravity can slow the expansion rate (by pulling 

“inward”)

• expand forever  Open Universe

• stop expanding and then contracts  Closed Universe

• How  rapidly H changes depends on the amount of 

matter - we will return to this after understanding how 

the masses of galaxies are measured
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Extra Slides
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Galaxy Classification (don’t need to know)


